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What’s of interest here?  

Following our series of amazing engineering, here’s a motor of just 750cc, 
with side valves, and just TWO main bearings, that was made to rev to 
10,000 rpm and achieve up to 140 mph (225 kph)…in 1934! The story of 
this marvellous vehicle is inside this edition. 
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CALENDAR 2020 
 

PLEASE NOTE CHANGES TO THE CALENDAR:   

• The Victorian Hill Climb Championship for 2020 has been cancelled.   

• The GCC Annual General Meeting for election of office bearers, etc, has now been 
cancelled, and will be rescheduled on a date to be determined at some time in the future.   

• GCC competition events scheduled for August and September have been cancelled. 

• The date in October which was to have been a VHCC round has now reverted to being a 
GCC Club Hill Climb. 

• Any events at Bryant Park will be spectator-free until such time as government regulations 
allow spectators to attend.  The definition of spectators includes our Club members – if 
you are competing you are allowed to be there, if you are not competing or officiating you 
will not be admitted to the event. 

• It is hoped that all other GCC events as shown on the Calendar will proceed on the dates 
shown, dependent upon Government regulations at the time.   

  
SEPTEMBER  
Tuesday 8   Board Meeting, 7.00 p.m. 
Friday to Sunday, 4/6  LMP3 Cup at Sydney Motorsport Park 
Saturday to Sunday, 5/6  Formula Vee Nationals at Phillip Island - CANCELLED 
Sunday 6   Fathers’ Day 
Saturday to Sunday, 12/13 Shannons Nationals at Sandown - CANCELLED 
Saturday to Sunday, 12/13 PIARC Supersprint Round 4 - CANCELLED 
Sunday 13 or 20  GCC Club Hill Climb at Bryant Park - CANCELLED 
Sunday 13 or 20 M&DCC Boisdale Hill Climb Round 6, Short Track - CANCELLED 
Sunday 20 CAMS Club Challenge track hire at Bryant Park - CANCELLED 
Saturday to Sunday, 19/20 Supercars at Sandown  
Saturday 26   HRA track hire at Bryant Park (a.m. only) - CANCELLED 
Saturday to Sunday, 26/27 Victorian State Circuit Racing Championship, Phillip Island 
Sunday 27   GCC Club Khanacross at Bryant Park - CANCELLED 
TBA    VHCC Round 4 at Mt Leura - CANCELLED 
 
OCTOBER 
Saturday to Sunday, TBA Shannons Nationals at Phillip Island 
Sunday 4   NSWHC Round 8, Canberra 
Sunday 4 MG Car Club Interclub Challenge Round 3 at Rob Roy - 

CANCELLED 
Tuesday 6   Valve Bounce collation 
Thursday to Sunday, 8/11 Supercars at Bathurst 
Sunday 11   Pilota Sportiva Audi Australia track hire at Bryant Park 
Tuesday 13   Board Meeting, Clubrooms, 7.00 p.m. 
Saturday 17   M&DCC Boisdale Hill Climb Round 7, Long Track 
Saturday 17   MG Car Club track hire at Bryant Park 
Saturday to Sunday, 17/18 AROCA 12 Hour Regularity Relay, Winton 
Saturday to Sunday, 17/18 Shannons Nationals at The Bend 
Saturday to Sunday 17/18 Mt Tarrengower Hill Climb 
Friday 23   Monaro Club Nationals at Bryant Park 
Sunday 25 VHCC Round 5 at Bryant Park (PIARC) – CANCELLED 
Sunday 25 GCC Club Hill Climb at Bryant Park 
Sunday 25   MotoGP at Phillip Island - CANCELLED 
Friday to Sunday, 30 to Nov 1 Supercars at Waneroo 
Friday to Sunday, 30 to Nov 1 Legend of the Lakes Hill Climb, Mt Gambier 
 
NOVEMBER 
Sunday 1   MG Car Club Historic and Classic Rob Roy 
Sunday 1   GCC Khanacross at Bryant Park 
Wednesday 4   Valve Bounce collation 
Thursday 5 to Sunday 8  Australian Hill Climb Championship, Mt Cotton, Queensland 
Friday to Sunday, 6/8  Historic Sandown - CANCELLED 



Saturday to Sunday, 7/8  PIARC Supersprint Round 5 
Sunday 8 GCC Club Hill Climb at Bryant Park 
Sunday 8   RACES East Sale Super Sprint - CANCELLED 
Wednesday 11   Board Meeting, Clubrooms, 7.00 p.m., 
Friday to Sunday, 13/15  Bathurst International 
Sunday 14   Private Clubrooms hire 
Sunday 14   Repco Sprint Series Round 5, Winton 
Saturday 14 M&DCC Boisdale Hill Climb Round 8, Short Track (Noel Burley 

Memorial) 
Saturday to Sunday, 21/22 Supercars at Symmons Plains 
Saturday 28   Nugget Nationals at Bryant Park 
Saturday to Sunday 28/29 Island Magic 
 
DECEMBER 
December 1   Valve Bounce collation 
Friday to Sunday, 4/6  Supercars at Newcastle 
Friday to Sunday, 4/6 (TBC) Bathurst International 
Saturday 5 GCC Twilight Club Hill Climb at Bryant Park 
Tuesday 8   Board Meeting, TBA 
Saturday to Sunday 12/13 Supercars at Sandown 
Sunday 13   GCC Khanacross at Bryant Park 
 
 
 
 
CALENDAR 2021 
 
 
JANUARY 
Saturday to Sunday, 9/10 Supercars at Hampton Downs or Pukekohe 
Friday to Sunday, 24/26 Australian Racing Group at Symmons Plains 
Saturday to Sunday, 30/31 Australian Racing Group at Baskerville 
 
 
FEBRUARY 
Friday to Sunday, 5/7 Supercars at Bathurst 
Thursday to Sunday, 11/15 Mansfield High Country Holden Nationals 
Saturday 27 Targa Florio at Bryant Park 
 
APRIL 
Saturday to Sunday, 23/24 Ford Four Track Hire at Bryant Park 
 
SEPTEMBER 
Sunday 19   MOTORSPORT AUSTRALIA Club Challenge at Bryant Park 
 
OCTOBER 
Sunday 3   Kyneton Car Club track hire at Bryant Park 
 
 
 
NOTE:   
• All dates shown above are subject to change - please check with the organisers of the events to confirm the dates.   

• Events shown as Bold are rounds of the Gippsland Car Club Club Championship (some of these dates may be changed)  

• Events shown as Bold Italics are rounds of the Gippsland Car Club Khanacross Championship.    

• GCC Practice Days are for members and associate members only, and will run from 1.00 p.m. until 4.00 p.m. 

• If you believe that any of the dates listed are incorrect, please contact John Bryant and they will be amended. 

 

 

 

 



Editorial Ponderings:  
It would seem I jumped the gun somewhat with an earlier edition of VB: if I’d known 
we’d all be required to wear face masks now, I should have left the page of silly masks 
until now – much more relevant! A sign that we might be stuck with them for some 
time is that I see some car clubs are now having custom masks made, with the club 
logo or car illustration printed on the front. Ah, well: the beauty of hindsight. If 
hindsight was a commodity you could buy or bargain for, we should go back to the time 
when returning visitors were being quarantined in Melbourne hotels, and re-do the 
security aspects – would have saved us all a great deal of trouble! If you had a time machine, you 
could do that – which reminds me of this picture: 

 
Again, if you could go back in time, we should all have 
invested in Bunnings and Zoom…and we’d be right to 
retire now! 
You may recall the article on Paul Hawkins in VB earlier in 
the year? John Bryant has lent me a book on Paul’s life 
and exploits – what a larrikin he was! From numerous car 
chases with local police to setting off explosives to 
tampering with other peoples’ cars…I don’t know how he 
found the time to be a top car preparer! Maybe I’m 

getting too old and grumpy, but as good as he was, I don’t think I’d like to be his team manager, 
picking up the bills and calming aggrieved hotel owners who had experienced one of Paul’s wild 
nights: might have been a full-time occupation!  
The feature article for this month details the history and achievements of the might Austin 7. With 
only a lusty 750cc engine, these cars won an impressive array of events and set a land speed record 
that, for its size, still stands today and will possibly never be broken. As you may have read on the 
cover, they could be made – with only TWO main bearings – to hit 10,000rpm: the last version, 
which was a twin-cam, three-bearing special design, was run to 14,000 rpm! I continue to be amazed 
at these feats of engineering, achieved so many years ago in the absence of our contemporary 
access to specialised metallurgy, hyper-accurate machining and near-perfect assembly techniques.  
 
On a similar note, I’m delighted to include in this edition some more items and photos of great 
racers from earlier times. As I read through various articles I come across, especially those focusing 
on Australian drivers in the 1950s to 70s, I come away impressed and quite proud of what has been 
achieved in this country. We have a fantastic racing heritage! Nowadays, when faced with another 
edited telecast of hyper-managed high-speed taxis running around nose to tail because they’re all 
clones of their neighbour, and being thoughtlessly interrupted each few minutes with yet another 
repetitive series of sponsors’ drivel, it’s hard to believe years ago we had drivers in Monaros, 
Mustangs, Jaguars, Lotus, Porsche et al that were household names: motorsport was immensely 
popular and spectators attended races in droves. They didn’t need to be emotionally manipulated – 
the racing was close and entertaining enough to be exciting in its own right. Part of this was due to 
the diversity in the field that introduced additional factors such as different tyre wear, fuel 
use…some brands of cars weren’t as fast, but handled better. For a more recent example, who 
wouldn’t be entertained by Peter Williamson throwing the Celica across the top of Mt Panorama as 
he hassled the bigger-engined Fords and Holdens of the time? Grrr….I can feel the blood pressure 
rising….better go watch a re-run of the (cough, choke!) Supercars to calm down…that should be dull 
enough to generate an afternoon nap! 
Getting off the soapbox now, I hope you enjoy this edition of Valve Bounce: again, I think it contains 
a bit of something for everyone, and some history and revelations you may not have come across 
before. I’d particularly like to thank our regular contributors, especially John Bryant, Bill Revill and 
Bill Freame – without whom there wouldn’t be much between these covers at all! 

-IM the Ed
 
  



Chairman’s Report – September, 2020 
 

Stage 3 and Stage 4 seem to have taken on a whole new meaning of late.  Up until recently the only 
stage I think that I’ve been involved in was at a drag strip.  That aside, I’m quite certain that Stage 3 
and Stage 4 COVID-19 restrictions are having a big impact on all of our lives.  In my case it means 
that I’m at home alone dealing with Stage 3 Restrictions whilst Janet, along with my daughter and 
granddaughter, are in Melbourne dealing with Stage 4 Restrictions.  My daughter and her partner 
are both essential workers, my granddaughter had major surgery recently and the surgeon has 
advised that she should not go into child care at this stage.  So, Grandma Janet is doing the child-
minding duties.  I’m sure that we are not alone facing circumstances like this and many of you will 
have similar challenges.  It is not easy: we miss each other lots but are prepared to make the 
sacrifice so that we all hopefully, “come out the other end of this” (I hate the cliched terms but can’t 
think of a better one) safely with our health intact.   

We catch up daily via either ZOOM or Facetime, which I think helps to soften the blows and keep us 
sane.  I’ve learned lots during these catch-ups about what being in Stage 4 restrictions means to 
those living under them and my heart goes out to our members who live in the Metro area.  
Unfortunately, I think the imposition of the more invasive restrictions was necessary.  Unfortunate 
for the community and without going into who is responsible for where we ended up, I believe that 
we need to play by the rules, so that the restrictions are eased as soon as it is safe to do so.  

At club level there hasn’t been a lot happening of late.  Obviously, no racing or track time.  There 
has, however, been a little happening in the administrative area and things are going along 
reasonably well.  There has been some ongoing maintenance carried out at the track (In accordance 
with the rules).  Billy has been doing a great job of keeping the place looking neat and tidy.  His 
efforts mean that we won’t walk back into a dilapidated hovel when we can head back and start to 
play again. 

Like most of us I have been following social media and I keep up with my club friends via phone etc.  
At this point in time I can very clearly state that main topic of discussion relates to getting back on 
track.  My answer, when asked about when that might be is, “When we can do it safely and in 
accordance with whatever rules/restrictions are in place at the time.”  One thing I can assure you of 
is that your Board is still meeting monthly.  We very carefully review the existing restrictions (off-line 
as well) and will make sure that you are back on track as soon as it is safe and legal for you to be 
there.  No-one knows what that looks like at the moment but you can bet your bottom dollar that it 
won’t be at a full-on multi-club Hillclimb or Khanacross.  It is more likely to be in small to very small 
groups doing a few laps to blow the cob-webs out.  I don’t know about you but at the moment I’d 
take that! 

So, what do we do to keep ourselves entertained until that time comes? I spend a bit of time 
lamenting the fact that I should have been at this year’s Isle of Mann TT and getting angry that 
Sportsnets Holidays are refusing to refund the rather large sum of money I paid them to take me 
there.  Once I stop sulking about that I go out and play with stuff in my garage.  I also consider myself 
a bit lucky that I’m not in a stage 4 area so I have a bit more freedom to get out and about.  A bit of 
fishing, walking the dogs or digging holes (that I don’t need) with my tractor all help to fill the day.  I 
also see that internationally there is a bit more happening that what we see in Victoria at the 
moment. 

I’ve enjoyed following some of it on TV, which hasn’t been a bad option considering the weather at 
the moment.  The Moto GP has been great to watch and I reckon Jack Miller was robbed last night.  I 



watched the slightly eccentric Guy Martin racing in some classic races in the UK recently.  The F1 and 
Supercars have provided some great entertainment and relief.  There is plenty more if you look.  For 
those of us lucky enough to have a smart TV and access to some streaming services there are also a 
lot of great motor racing movies available at the moment.  I know it’s not the same as being there 
and seeing it and smelling it but it does show that there is some light at the end of the tunnel.    

As I type (24/08/20) I have the TV on in the background and I’ve just seen the latest COVID-19 
figures for Victoria.  116 new cases and very sadly 15 more of members of our community have lost 
their lives to the virus.  These numbers are tragic, particularly for those directly impacted and I’m 
sure our thoughts are with them.  The positive is that they tend to show that the restrictions are 
having a positive effect.  Keeping this in mind, I ask you all to play by the rules and help to keep 
these figures heading in the right direction.  I understand that the Government hasn’t given us any 
idea of what numbers will lead to an easing of the current restrictions but the lower they are the 
closer we have to be.   

So, keep safe, do the right thing and hopefully we’ll be able to catch up at the track soon. 

-Mick McGinn 
Chairman, Gippsland Car Club.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What do you need to know now? 
There are several changes, as outlined by John Bryant in the section at the top of the 
calendar – make sure you read them! 
 
➢  CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP 2020 
Here is the updated version: 
 
Club Championship events for 2020 are as follows (and this may change*): 

o Sunday, August 30  GCC Multiclub Hillclimb CANCELLED  
o Sunday, September 13  GCC Multiclub Hillclimb CANCELLED 
o Sunday, October 25  GCC Multiclub Hillclimb…TBC 
o Saturday, December 5  GCC Multiclub Hillclimb (Twilight)…TBC 

*We are still looking for appropriate events at Phillip Island and at Winton. 
 
 
 
 



➢ More for your calendar:  
 
 

→ 

 

 

 

➢ VICTORIAN HILL CLIMB CHAMPIONSHIP 2020 

…has been cancelled      
 

 

➢ REMINDER TO ALL COMPETITORS 
MEECAMS-only entry now applies for all events from now on!!  Go to the CAMS website for access. 

Save the trees, forget the paper, see your event SuppRegs for more info or help if required. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

From Bill Freame: 
The Speed Demon Streamliner has set a new world 
speed record, at Bonneville. The record now stands at 
470mph (756kph) for a piston-engined car, with an exit 
speed of 481mph (774kph)!!!!!!  
The streamliner uses a big-block Chev engine, in 
configuration only. It's built using all (good) aftermarket 
bits.  

 
With almost 3,200hp, that means each piston assembly is 
providing almost 400hp to the equation. 
(Ed: I’d be happy to have just one of those pistons in my 
hillclimb car…although the idle might be a bit lumpy!) 

 
If you google 'Speed Demon at Bonneville' you can 
confirm all of the above and more. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Next KHANACROSS for 2020 
Sunday, November 1st …TBC 

Next GCC MULTICLUB HILLCLIMB 
Sunday, 25th October…TBC 

 

The Speed demon at Bonneville, accompanied by new 

trophy. 

 

Source: www.motherspolish.com    - who apparently 

provided the polish for the smooth body finish! 

  

http://www.motherspolish.com/


 
 

 
 

 
And some other forthcoming events…not yet advised as having been cancelled, but dependent on 
restrictions at the time (confirm with organisers): 
 

 

 

➢ From the AOMC:   
A couple of extracts from the AOMC: 

   



 

 

  

 

 
 

 

 
Source: ‘Motorlife News,’ August 2020 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Do you remember the days 
when Repco and other 
companies offered change-
over motors for Holden & 
Ford? It seemed that when 
your car got to 100,000 miles 
or so the motor was about 
shot, so you bought one of 
these and installation was 
often done on a drive in-drive 
out basis. Thankfully, we seem 
to have learned how to make 
engines with a longer lifespan!  

 

Source: Australian Motor 
Manual, May 2, 1960. 



Filming your racing – Rhys Yeomans  

This is a supplement to my previous article about data, focusing on filming yourself racing and how 
to get the most from a reasonable simple setup. 
Filming yourself driving your car doesn’t need a lot of equipment, or any special cameras, you don’t 
even need to buy brand new items to be able to gain an insight on how you are driving your race car. 
 
What you need to be filming 
A common mistake I see when people setup their cameras, is focusing only on the circuit itself. They 
will mount the camera on their windscreen, off the side of their car or even from the roof. This may 
provide some dramatic footage of your car going around the circuit, but it doesn’t provide any detail 
on how you are driving the car, which makes reviewing your driving abilities very, very difficult. 
As seen previously, I like to mount my camera in the middle of the car looking over my left shoulder 
and out the windscreen. With this view, I can see the location of my car on the circuit, what my 
hands are doing on the steering wheel, along with most of my body to analyse what I’m doing 
throughout my laps.  
This view is great to highlight what you are doing correct on those fastest laps, along with providing 
a look into what you do when it all goes wrong!  
 

 

An alternative used by some drivers is to mount the camera on their helmet. Schedule D of the 
Motorsport Australia Manual deems this as a modification and may invalidate the helmet 
certification: 

 

How to mount your camera  
To position the camera in a location that provides the best view of yourself, your driving and the 
track in front of you may require some trial and error, using a combination of mounts depending 
further on the type of camera you are using.  
 



Once again, what works for me is using an adhesive foot on the inside of the roof of my car and then 
a long arm to put the camera in the correct position. Initially I did use a plastic arm, which proceeded 
to vibrate the camera when on the circuit, so provided less than ideal footage and motion sickness 
for the viewer! An aluminium arm was more expensive to purchase, though the price was soon 
forgotten when it was stable whilst both on the track and off 
You also are required to tether your camera to the vehicle, on the chance that your mount breaks 
while on track. This could be very dangerous if it hits you or becomes lodged under your pedals. This 
is a scrutineering item and will be highlighted to you if the camera isn’t tethered properly. A zip tie is 
an easy way to tether the camera to the vehicle.  
  

 
Mounted to the roof, a roll bar mount can also be an option as well.  (Not tethered in this photo!) 
 
What camera should you use 
You do not need to spend a lot of money on your camera: there are plenty of second-hand options 
available, particularly via Gumtree or Facebook Marketplace as people clear out the unused items 
from their home. You may also have a child or grandchild with an unused birthday or Christmas 
present sitting in a drawer that can be repurposed to assist in approving your driving!  
If you have a good battery or two and a memory card large enough to fill your day of competition, 
you will be more than happy. I use GoPro 4s, which has served me well over the years and are 
compatible with all GoPro accessories like the remote, which helps in syncing more than one camera 
together.  
 
What to do with your footage 
The whole idea of filming yourself driving is to be able to review and continue improve your skills 
and your car setup. The run that felt fast but was half a second slower, what did/didn’t you do in 
that instance for it to feel faster than it was? You can share your footage with others who may be 
able to provide insight into what you can do to improve. Was your car pushing through corners and 
you made a change throughout the day? Comparing the footage, was it an improvement? 
And to link it back to Racechrono, you can also overlay the data that you have recorded for sector 
times, speeds and overall comparison of laps. Tutorials on the steps of how to overlay data can be 
found on www.racechrono.com/support.  
 
 

http://www.racechrono.com/supportl


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Ed: John Bryant has been providing us with some excellent material on Gippsland Park, the original 
GCC hillclimb track prior to the move to Newborough and the establishment of Bryant Park s our 
current home. 

As Gippsland Park no longer exists as a driveable track, those competitors who held a record at the 
end of the last meeting are now holders of a ‘forever’ record! Here’s the list, courtesy of John: anyone 
you know?  

 

 



 

  



No doubt our members have found various ways to keep themselves occupied and (reasonably) sane 
while enduring COVI lockdown, in whatever form that takes. Board member Bill Revill has been very 
productive - here’s some ideas he’s sharing (photo numbers refer to the numbered description): 

1. I bought a two-poster hoist for the barn from Tufflift. It’s great, the installation was easy and 
I’d recommend Tufflift for sure. And it’s so good to be able to work on it at wherever height 
you need. 

2. …. But you can’t put tools or equipment down anywhere aside from the floor, which is a long 
way away! So I built a tool and parts caddy, adjustable height, so tools and bits can live on 
there while you work. 

3. I sent Sabrina (Ed: Bill’s Triumph) to Peter the Perfect Panelbeater at Bunyip Panels. So now 
the dented rear guard is fixed, clearance problems have been resolved and the front panels 
have been cleaned and resprayed. So no more stone chips, no more blisters, the old girl has 
never looked better! 

4. Around the house jobs included a 100-bottle wine rack. It’s free-standing but mounted to 
the wall for safety. 

 

 
               
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

2) 1) 

3) 4) 



5. What a lot of big holes to drill!! So, this justified my purchase of a new pedestal drill – This one is 
from Hare & Forbes, cost about $450 and works a treat!! 
6. My wife, Danute, is disabled and can no longer get in the swimming pool. So I used a small truck 
crane to build a person-lifter to raise and lower her into the pool. NOW all we need is for the rain to 
stop and the ice to melt in the pool! Winter in Drouin is so much fun!! 
7. Equally, Danute can’t get around our property in a normal wheelchair – mud, long grass and rough 
tracks mean you can’t push a chair with skinny wheels anywhere. So I put together an all – terrain 
chair. It has plenty of clearance and has Ackerman steering so that I can push and Danute can steer it 
by the tiller. The tiller and the footrest remove for getting in and out. 
So, the COVID crisis continues! Next is a variable-height tool and parts caddy for working under 
Sabrina (now complete) while she is on the hoist and also I have purchased some mouldable carpet. 
I’ve hated my tatty transmission tunnel carpet for years – now I can mould my own and hopefully 
have a nice carpet inside. 
  
That’s about it – stay safe to all, Bill Revill.   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

5) 6) 

7) 



  



 



 



 



 



 



  

 

 I’m on two diets. I wasn’t getting 

enough food on one. 

A cold seat in a public restroom is 

unpleasant. A warm seat in a public restroom 

is worse. 

Apparently RSVPing to a wedding invitation 

“Maybe next time,” isn’t the correct 

response. 

Don’t irritate old people. The older we get, 

the less “Life term in prison” is a deterrent. 

I miss the 90’s when bread was still good for 

you and no one knew what the hell kale was. 

Do you ever get up in the morning, look in 

the mirror and think “That can’t be accurate.” 

As I watch this new generation try to rewrite 

our history, one thing I’m sure of…it will be 

misspelled and have no punctuation. 

I thought getting old would take longer. 

I told my wife I wanted to be cremated. She 

made me an appointment for Tuesday. 

Confuse your doctor by putting on rubber 

gloves at the same time she does. 

My wife asked me to take her to one of those 

restaurants where they make food right in 

front of you. I took her to Subway. 

I went line dancing last night. OK, it was a 

roadside sobriety test…same thing 

I asked my wife if I was the only one she had 

ever been to bed with. She said yes, all the 

others were twos and threes… 
 

…with thanks to Bill Freame 



 



  

In the May edition of Valve Bounce I featured an article about 
Aussie Paul Hawkins, a brilliant driver and engineer that many 
of us sadly would not have heard of. In a similar vein, John 
Bryant has provided the following article about Stan Jones.  

Source: (Wheels magazine (date unknown), author Geoffrey 
Bewley) 

We’re familiar with Alan Jones, the outspoken Aussie Formula 1 
driver who won the World Championship in 1980 – Stan was his 
father, and was also a noted racer, notably competing in 
arguably the last of the great Aussie specials to take on the 
might of European Formula cars, the Maybach – which itself 
has a fascinating history and evolution.  

You may be familiar with this famous photograph (below) of 
the start grid for the 1958 Melbourne Grand Prix, held at the 
Albert Park circuit. 

In the photo (apologies for the quality), Stan Jones sits on the 
front row in his Maserati 250F, while the young bloke in shorts 
taking refuge behind the delectable Zephyr cabriolet to watch 
dad is Alan Jones, who would go on to be World Champion! 

Alan Jones in his Williams 
Formula 1 days. 

Source: www.wikipedia.org 

The Jones Boys 

Stan Jones, Maserati 250F 

Alan Jones, scooter? 

Enjoy the article (next page) – thanks to John for providing it. 

Stan Jones, 1953 AGP in Maybach 2; 
and below, in the pits with the 
Maybach. 
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Ed: A friend of mine in the Austin-Healy Sprite 
drivers’ Club, Warren Reid, has recently been posting 
some photos in Facebook from when he and his 
father attended the 1968 Tasman series round held 
at Sandown. Warren reckons he would only have 
been about seven years old at the time, so perhaps 
dad took them? Anyway, here are a few of his shots 
that are certain to bring back memories of the era 
for some of us! 

Ed: The Tasman Series was held during the ‘off-season’ 

time for Formula 1 in Europe, and featured eight races 

across Australia and New Zealand for grand prix cars, 

though with smaller engines than were used in Formula 

1. In 1968, the entry list read like a ‘who’s who’ of 

international and Australian drivers: Clark, Amon, Hill, 

Brabham, Courage, McLaren, Hulme, Stewart, 

Gardner, Geoghegan, Bartlett, Harvey, Radisich 

(father), Costanzo, McCormack, and Gibson, among 

others. 

Amon won the first two races, with Clark taking four of 

the next five, and the series came down to the final race 

at Longford, Tasmania. In the end, Clark edged Amon 

by eight points, but the pivotal moment of the season 

had actually come at the previous race, at Sandown 

Raceway in Melbourne, where Clark beat Amon by one-

tenth of a second! 

As a sobering thought: this Sandown event was on 

March 4th, 1968. The drivers flew home shortly after, to 

begin the new Formula 1 season in Europe. Just one 

month later, on April 7th, Clark – regarded by many as 

the most capable driver at the time – was to lose his life 

in a F2 race at Hockenheim. So, this race at Sandown 

was his last (completed) race, and last win. 

 

 

Denny Hulme again. The event was 
obviously held during hot weather that 
was demanding for our Europe-
acclimatised visitors, as evidenced by 
the dress employed in the pits (next 
page) – here, Denny is arranging bags 
of ice around his driver’s seat! 

Denny Hulme, Brabham BT23 Cosworth 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And you’ve got to love this shot as a guide to 
how things were back in the 60s: far from the 
motorhome and minder syndrome we see 
enveloping current F1 drivers, here’s Stirling 
Moss and Chris Amon’s mechanics stripped 
down to shorts in the heat, working on Amon’s 
Ferrari on a gravel surface, with dry grass and 
dust around them, while the Ferrari sits with 
open ram tubes! No fancy corporate outfits 
here, and spectators stand just over the fence.  

As a point of interest, Warren tells me the gent 
Moss is talking to is Roger Bailey, who even by 
the time of this photo had had a pretty 
incredible career in motor racing including 
being Chris Amon's F1 mechanic at Ferrari, 
building the winning Le Mans GT40s, working 
for McLaren etc. The other gent in the 
foreground is unknown but clearly is a decent 
handler of a spanner. 

Graham Hill, Lotus 49T 



FOR SALE:  Jaguar XF Sports 5.0 V8 6-speed auto. 

First registered in April 2012, one owner car, purchased from Melbourne City Jaguar, lady 
driver, only 91,000km country driven. Polaris White with Warm Charcoal Leather, Burr Walnut 
and Knurled Aluminium interior panelling. 

Fitted with optional R-Performance Aerodynamic Pack (side skirts, rear deck spoiler, sports 
front bumper), optional Blackout Kit (blackout grille and side window mouldings), and option 
20” Alloy Sports wheels. 

Engine 5.0 litre V8 283kw and 6-speed automatic with dynamic sports drive system; 0–100kph 
in 5.0 sec, 0–160kph (yes the tonne) in 11.6 sec. 

Equipped with 7-inch touch screen, satellite navigation, Bluetooth connectivity, rear camera, 
keyless starting, foldaway mirrors and optional cargo boot liner, comes with two sets of 
remote keys, owner’s manuals, original sale brochure and service books. 

$34,000 with Vic Registration until April 2021 and RWC. 

Car is in Newborough Vic. Call 
Gary Tate 0407 505 935. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

PO Box 199 Trafalgar Vic 3824 

Bryant Park track was asphalted by Fowlers Asphalting 
For domestic and industrial asphalting services, please call 03 56332918 
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You Couldn’t Do That Now! -----Bill Freame 

Way back in the early ‘70’s I was involved with helping prepare and pit crew for a Farrell Clubman 
race-car. The rules required an engine to be up to 1300cc and the cars were not to be aerodynamic, 
thus they all had wide, ugly front mudguards that gave a lot of lift and were not to be attached to 
travel up and down with the wheels. Often they shared the race tracks with the 1300cc Formula 3 
race cars, which were allowed to be very aerodynamic. The Clubmans were front-engined, driving a 
live rear axle, while the F3 cars that were rear-engined exploited their handling advantage. 

Toyota Corolla engines were very popular in both these classes, as Motor Improvements had spent a 
lot of time and effort developing it into a race engine, probably with the added enthusiasm from the 
Toyota car plant in Melbourne. The clubman that I became involved with was owned by Noel Devine 
and he had decided to have it built (by Tony Farrell) with a Datsun 1200 engine instead of a Corolla 
one. These were a beautifully constructed car and they handled very well, considering their design 
and regulation limitations.   

Not long after I joined the team, there was a big 25 lap race at Sandown for Sports Cars of all 
capacities. Frank Matich (SR4), John Harvey and Neil Allen (Elfins) among others were the big draw 
cards for this race. Clubmans would be allowed to enter as field-fillers and they would battle 
amongst themselves at the rear half of the field. A 25-lap race, plus two warm-up laps on the original 
track layout was further than we could squeeze out of the Farrell, even with an extra tank fitted over 
the passenger seat. Noel expected to be lapped twice, perhaps three times by the big-bangers, but 
the chances of running out of fuel was still likely to happen. 

The two warm-up laps were his biggest issue: he would prefer to start the race with as much fuel as 
he could carry. Collectively, it was decided that we needed to top up the tank somehow. As the new 
guy on the team, I was despatched with about 10 litres of Avgas in a 20-litre drum, plus a funnel and 
a rag. I made my way infield to about where the Farrell would grid up, crouching just behind the 
horse track white rail fence, making myself as small as I could become, and waited.  

Eventually the cars had finished their warm up laps and started to grid up for the race, with the Grid 
Marshalls all near the front runners. I sprinted through onto the track, with the fuel can open and 

1969 Farrell clubman  

(source: 
www.shannons.com.au) 



Noel had opened the flip lid on the extra tank. It took about five of the 10 litres to fill the tank, I 
grabbed the funnel out, wiped a slight spill and sprinted back through the fence, heading towards 
the dam before turning right and running all the way back to the pits. Only one Grid Marshall saw 
what I was doing but they all had to exit the grid to the Grandstand side, with the race about to 
start. Noel flipped the lid back onto the extra tank and he was ready.  

The other clubby drivers behind him on the grid were amazed with the audacity to even attempt 
something like that - actually topping up the fuel tank, on the grid, with all the cars around us hot 
and running, but we got away with it and Noel placed best of the clubmans, only three laps behind 
the outright winner. I’m sure the CoC or the Stewards must have seen what we did from Race 
Control, up in the grandstand, but might not have been able to see the car number. We were not 
penalised for it. I was able to slip back into the pits and put the fuel drum away, then I walked over 
to the pit lane to join the crew, as if nothing had happened. You couldn’t do that now! 

I spent the year with Noel’s team, but family commitments meant I didn’t get to every race he 
entered. I was actually of some help in the development of the car and I learned a lot from Noel in 
the process. He sold the car at the end of the year, giving up all motorsport, as far as I know. The 
team disbanded and the adventure was over for me. 

 

 

 

 

 

FOR SALE:   

Nissan Pulsar SSS 

• 1999 Model 

• SR 20, N15 Motor 

• 5-Speed Manual 

• All original SSS features 

• One owner 

• Would make a great race 
car or road car. 

• with Rego & Roadworthy: 
$4,500 

• Without Rego & 
Roadworthy: $3,500 

 
Phone Terry on 0421 994 039 

 

 

 



CLUB MEMBER PROFILE:        FRED BATH 

 

 

 

• Years of membership of GCC: 15 years+ 

• Cars of interest owned: 1939 Chev; 1949 48/215 Holden, #3409 build 

• Your first car was: 1939 Chev 

• The best car you ever owned was: ZG Fairlane 

• The worst car you ever owned was: Wolseley 24/80  

• Your biggest car-related disaster: crashing an S4 EH Holden at 

Sandown – into Causeway fence! 

• Your greatest moment in motoring was: driving a Cooper Monaco 

with a BOP V8 

• Your most-admired driver is (and why?): Jim (‘Stumpy’) Russel 

• Your favourite driving circuit/track/road/area, & why: Hume Weir – ask someone who 

drove there – scrub corner, and the concrete wall dividing the track down the straights, 

complete with paint marks where many people had tried to move it! 

• Finish the sentence: I will die satisfied if...... I reach 100 years of age 

• What is something few GCC members would know about you? (Ed: Fred’s reply here is 

confusing: perhaps he was answering another question?) Fred’s reply: Unless they want 

precise things or time. 

• Who or what do you think has been a great influence in your life? My parents. 

• Any other insights you’d like to share? Stay calm.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No personal photo 
provided 

Fred competing at Bryant Park in his 
Corolla. 

Source: Jim Jones – Jamar Imaging 



CLUB MEMBER PROFILE (continued):   ALAN RUMBLE  

 

 

Ed: Alan was the featured member in last month’s Club 

Member Profile, but at the time of publication I hadn’t 

received his photos, but here they are for you, so you 

can link the face to the name! 

Here’s Alan and his son (sorry – name unknown!) who 

navigates for him, displaying their trophies, and the 

crew at speed in their Targa weapon.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



50 of the best! 

To help pass the time while we wait for COVID-19 to pass, here are 50 

questions about the Club and motorsport, written by a past member and 

supplied by John Bryant. How will you go?  

You want answers? Go to the end of the magazine. Enjoy!   

  



 

 



For Sale – having a bit of shed clear-out! 

Set of four long ram tubes to suit Weber 40 DCOEs: 75mm length (from 
carb) – these are the ‘proper’ Weber tubes with extended base that 
sleeves into the carby throat and holds the venturi in place, also giving a 
smoother air flow than normal ‘bolt-on’ styles. Crescent retaining 
washers included. $150 

Set of two pod-style UniFilter 
high-flow filters to suit DCOE Weber carbs. The main pod (A) 
stays on the carb and for non-race use is covered by (B) to 
give (C), creating a filter that is effective, but can quickly 
have the outer cover removed to leave a clean, high-flow 
filter for competition use. Near-new, little use: $90 

 

Lightweight aluminium radiator to suit Commodore (sorry-don’t 
know which model!), fitted with near-new electric fan. Slight bow 
in the bottom of the radiator, otherwise VGC: $100 

 

 
 Tyres:  

• Yokohama A050 225/50 x 15, one pair, ~40% tread remaining $100 pair. 

• For road car: set of four almost-new Smacher brand tyres, 195/55 x 15 
(used once then changed wheels!): as new, $160 set. 

 

Set of four alloy wheels, ‘Speedy’ brand on centre 
caps, 14 x 6”, ‘MC’ logo on wheel. One wheel nut seat damaged but 
useable. 4 ½” 4xPCD, suits Alfa, 240Z, some Datsuns, some Ford, Hillman, 
MGB, Porsche 924, Sunbeam, some Toyota, some Triumph. $100 set 

 

 

Pair of 15 x 7” alloy wheels, 4 x 100 PCD, suit Toyota, Mazda, other. 
In VGC: $150 pair. 

Pair of NEW lightweight cam gears to suit 
Toyota 4AGE/4AGZE motors. Billet-machined, 
with Vernier centres. Negotiable! 

For any of these, phone Ian on 0414 580921.   

 

A B 
C 



…and a couple of parting shots: 

Ed: You’ve read earlier about Stan Jones: here’s a fantastic photo of Stan in the Maserati 250F being 
hotly pursued by Len Lukey in a Cooper, at the 1959 Australian Grand Prix, held at Longford in 
Tasmania. Both cars are airborne: it must have taken additional skill to drive hard under these 
conditions and not over-rev the motor! 
Source: www.taflach.blog 

 
 

…and this is one of my all-time favourite motorsport photos, showing one of the great hard-chargers. 
Outside rear tyre lighting up, inside front way up in the air, a touch of opposite-lock - this is three-
time Australian Touring Car Champion Ian ‘Pete’ Geoghegan, in his 1967 Ford Mustang GTA built by 
John Shepherd, at Amaroo Park – not for the faint-hearted!  
(Incidentally, this car was sold at Shannon’s auctions in 2005 for…$320,000!) 
Source: www.Shannons.com.au 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

SUPPORTERS AND ADVERTISERS INDEX 
These businesses support our club!! Make sure we support them! 

 

Name Product Contact Details  

Moe Parklands Motel Accommodation 03 5127 3344  
stay@moeparklandsmotel.com.au 

 

BTR Machining and 
Cylinder heads 

Dyno tuning, engine 
rebuilds, race prep, general 
repairs 

03 5134 4023 
simon@btrmorwell.com.au 

 

Penrite Oils  Oils and lubricants www.penritetopclass.com.au 
 

 

Fowlers Asphalting Roadmaking 03 5633 2918 
admin@fowlersasphalting.com.au 

 

Arrow Linemarking Linemarking 0458 882 353 
arrowlinemarking@y7mail.com 

 

Alfa Motorsport 
Fibreglass 

Automotive repairs info@alfamotorsportfibreglass.com.au  

O’Connell’s tyres Suspension, front end, 
brakes, shocks 

03 5126 2822 
Facebook presence 
https://oconnellstyres.weebly.com/ 

 

James Lambert  
 

Photography James Lambert @SJLambert6  

Jim Jones  
 

Photography Jim Jones Jamar Imaging.net  

SPIN Media 
 

Photography and video ncardwell@spinmelbourne.com  

Trafalgar Auto Elec 
 

Auto Electrics 56332062  

Capaldo Automotive 
Repairs 

Mechanical, alignment and 
MX 5 specialist 

5134 4328 Ask for Steve  

Peter Weaver Msport 
Photography 

Photography 0438 109 027 
peter.weaver@speedway.net.au 

 

…and the answers to the 50-question quiz? They’re in next 
month’s Valve Bounce! 

Moral: Never trust a smiling pig. 

http://www.penritetopclass/
https://oconnellstyres.weebly.com/
mailto:peter.weaver@speedway

